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ver the last two hundred years, Bewdley has undergone a
by Councillor Philip Edmundson
stream of building and construction projects. Looking back,
it’s difficult to find a time when the town hasn’t found
another way of regenerating. Of course, the first and most significant
of these projects was the installation of the Telford Bridge, completed
in 1800.
Currently, groundswells of our community have rallied together
for the protests at the Gladman proposed purchase of the Cock
Shoot at the top of The Lakes Road
More than 350 people attended a public meeting and 400 people
attended the ‘
’ protest at the start of September and
while all this has occurred, the results of the opening consultation of the Neighbourhood Plan has been published,
via the Town Council’s plan website, www.beinbewdley.org .
Considering the views on planning is the cornerstone of our Neighbourhood Plan. So, let us consider the views
on Housing:
Nine per cent of respondents felt Bewdley needed a lot more housing with an overwhelming 65% believing
that this was incorrect.
A third of our town believe we need a few more houses; with 40% feeling we have about the right amount.
Interestingly enough, these views are shared mutually between our younger and older respondents.
Over a fifteen-year period, 40% believe that the upper limit for housing development should be 150 new
dwellings. This falls a little short of the current Local Plan set by Wyre Forest District Council, yet it certainly is
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‘Developers ruining our countryside’
sites.

d
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espite knowing the strength of feeling among
the local residents, Gladman Developments
has duly submitted an application for 195
homes to be built. But as a
investigation
November 2014 revealed, they are resolutely
undeterred by opposition and are readily exploiting a
loophole in the Government’s “relaxed planning
laws.”
As this
photo shows, St George’s
reported:
Then, the
Hall was packed with more than 300 people protesting
about the speculative proposal. More than 400 people
t [Gladman]
later linked hands around the site in a silent protest.
- is now
The resultant group .”
organising
an
effective
campaign
appealing
to all
Today, that confidence is reflected in their claim
residents
to
join
the
protest.
to be successfu in ninety per cent of their
applications and their current website proudly
announces that it has just won planning permission
for 260 dwellings in Witney (the former constituency
of David Cameron), 280 in Banbury and 99 in
Cheshire.
In a ‘consultation document’ delivered to selected local houses, Gladman asserted a need for additional
housing and said the development would be a mix of high-quality homes with 59 affordable properties.
.”
She added: “I’m passionate about protecting our beautiful environment. Once it’s gone, we will not have it
back. This is not the right development for Bewdley.”
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l We understand that WFDC have a robust
for the district’s proper and planned
development. Therefore the Local Plan and its policies must prevail over this speculative,
controversial and contrary development. This site is not allocated for development in the Adopted
and Approved Local Plan and is clearly contrary to the development plan.
l

. It is on the western urban
fringe ensuring all traffic will have to negotiate through our towns in order in order to access the
West Midlands. It is furthermore sited well away from the district’s transport hubs and is simply on
the wrong side of town to be promoted as a sustainable site. On this basis, it fails the Government’s
advice on the NPPF on sustainability.

l

. This will impact dreadfully
upon the landscape quality and character of the area which includes the Wyre Forest and the Severn
Valley, but also on the setting of this historic town which policies in the Worcestershire Green
Strategy 2013-18 (amongst others) seek to safeguard and enhance. This extensive development
would do neither.

to and from the town is poor. The only access is via the single lane Yew Tree Lane,
l A
the Lakes Road or the narrow, steep, one-way route down Richmond Road - all of which connect to
the B4190. None are suitable for the major increase in traffic which would be occasioned by this
proposal for those reasons. They cannot be improved without significant detrimental environmental
impact.
l

– this has been an AQMA since July 2009 and the increase of around c300
additional vehicle movements per day that this site will bring, will increase pollution levels instead of
decreasing them. It is well known that because of the gradients down to the town many residents
use their cars and occupiers of these new properties would do the same.

l There are major concerns with the impact of such a large development on local infrastructure. Our
schools are running at capacity and would need major investment to cater for such a sudden
increase. However, the
has plenty of room to expand but will require more
doctors, nurses and support staff. There are major concerns with the ability of existing services to
cater for such a large increase in use, ie. drainage, utilities etc. without major cost and intrusive
workings.
l The loss of the character and setting of a well-used and historic
one through a suburban housing estate.

and its relegation to

Since first hearing of Gladman's proposed development,
we have managed to organise two leaflet drops.
The first one invited the
residents of Bark Hill, Blossom Hill, The Lakes Road, Dry
Mill Lane, Hop Pole Lane to a public meeting at St
George's Hall.
We were pleased and slightly
overwhelmed when hundreds of people turned up and
not only from the immediate vicinity of the proposed
development but also from across the town, including
town councillors and district councillors; there were as
many standing as seated.
The support was evident and
culminated in a spontaneous and unsolicited cash
collection which launched our fighting fund.
A facebook page was set up to run alongside our
Twitter account. We had our humanchain event along the well-used and much-loved
footpath which crosses the fields in question and is
promoted by the Tourist Information Centre as part of a
route to follow from Bewdley town centre for its 'glorious
views.’
Incidentally, this is the footpath which leads down to
Dowles Road and the site of the churchyard of the
former St. Andrew's Church -

application was registered on September 19. We had
already prepared a leaflet urging residents to object and
had primed a local reprographics company who were
able to supply 5000 leaflets in 48 hours. So on receipt
we were able organise a rota of volunteers, allocate
streets and leaflets and were ready to deliver by 3pm the
next day. The delivery to 4,000 properties in Bewdley and
Wribbenhall was completed over the weekend.
In addition, we have emailed the leaflet with a help
The hand-holding human chain attracted 400
sheet of points to consider for objection and this
people of all ages from across the town.
together with the leaflet drop has prompted a positive
response. We have high hopes that Wyre Forest District
Council will receive a large number of high-quality
Following these communal events and with offers of letters of objection to Gladman's inappropriate and
help, we were able to form a committee of wide-ranging speculative application.
skills and now have a comprehensive database and
Meanwhile the Facebook page, Say 'No' To Gladman,
mail list.
membership stands at 1,127 and the crowdfund appeal
Realising the need for a significant fighting fund (if at £2,315 with an additional £500 in cash donations
the planning application goes to appeal), we have also
from the meeting. The crowdfund target is set at £10,000
set-up an appeal for donations on
and we will need every penny if Gladman's application
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/bewdley-says-no-togoes to an appeal.

gladman
All of this took place before Gladman's planning

Bashing the balsam 2016

A

team of Bewdley Civic Society members ably
assisted with support from Bewdley Rotary
Club carried out two Himalayan Balsam removal
operations during the summer. It was the second
year of what will be an ongoing programme to at
least limit the spread of this invasive plant in the
close riverside environs of Bewdley.
Attention was again focused on the bank
from Severnside North up to Dowles Brook and
also on the opposite bank from the Rowing Club
up as far as Dowles Bridge.
Noticeable inroads were made and thus
reseeding capacity restricted.
It's a long haul annual project but we'll get
there.

‘Neighbourhood Plan is gatekeeper
of our future’

within the scope of what the
people would accept, what we would accept as part of a
local plan and one we could feasibly understand and
support within the town. The type of housing is of great
importance. Most people would like to see a
combination of retirement homes and low-cost or more
affordable housing.
The spectrum of the populous is being represented
by the town; we need to ensure that our children have
the opportunity to purchase and live in homes within
the town and that our ageing population which as an
aside, is all of us, has the opportunity to live suitably
within our town.
. And
sixty per cent of respondents are very opposed to largescale housing complexes and most prefer small
development sites or single, individual plots.
Sites around the Habberley Road, Long Bank and
Cleobury Road were the most favoured for development
with
When we consider the housing needs of the town,
the views of the people and the proposal by Gladman,
you see how in touch the community is with the future
of the town in terms of housing and
The ray of light I gain from all of the recent events
is that the Neighbourhood Plan is the gatekeeper of our
future. Built upon the views and interests of the people

of Bewdley, aiming to ensure a preserved cultural and
historical perspective, yet understanding the need for an
eye on the future and a need to embrace the needs of all
aspects of the community.
The Steering Group is busy using all aspects of the
questionnaire to develop policies and objectives which
will lead to the next wave of consultations and by the
next article, we should have a clearer view of our
direction of travel.
A final few thoughts: the questionnaire period
concluded well before the Gladman proposal went public,
so the information shared is pro-active and not reactive to
the proposal, demonstrating how off-kilter the project is
for the town.
Finally, reflecting on over two hundred years of
building and construction in our town, since the
completion of Telford Bridge, it’s clear to me that this
town is not opposed to change, nor to development and
nor to the town increasing in size. It is opposed to
vandalism of our rural town.

T

his year the Society’s School
Heritage Project involved
Year-7 students at Bewdley
High School and Sixth Form
Centre taking on the weighty
matter…of weight….and more
specifically the lowest measure,
the one-grain weight.
With the aid of community
artist Joshua Sofaer (and funding
from the Arts Council), they
studied - and peered closely at the tiny artefact in the town’s
museum. The results of their
studies now form an exhibition in
the museum’s Saw Yard until the
end of October.

The Year-7 group pause to pose for this photo in the
Museum with Barbara Longmore, Civic Society Project
Organiser (far right), and Joshua Sofaer (in red sweater)
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W

e had a fascinating talk by Andrew Lound, one of the
leading experts on all things Titanic and came away
comfortable in the knowledge that over seventy per
cent of the Belfast-built ship’s interior fittings were
manufactured in the industrial heart of the Midlands.
These included hinges, door-frames, weighing machines for
the hospital area, light fittings including chandeliers, and
many more items, including five million screws! Huge numbers of small and large firms were
involved. Brierley Crystal and Hipkins & Sons are but two of them. The latter was owner of the Avery
Scales factory and William Hipkins perished on her. He was crossing the Atlantic to finalize a huge
order of weighing machines ordered by the U.S. Army.
Hingley & Son, in Netherton, also manufactured the three anchors and chains although they subcontracted the anchor shafts to nearby Walter Somers of Halesowen. They had facilities better able to
forge by hand what was then the largest anchor in the world.
We came away with a feeling of awe for the huge enterprise that was the building of such a
liner, and sadness at her tragic and untimely fate which still resonates today.

continued from previous page

The great Bewdley bake-off

e recipe
becomes a
barley cake

After hearing that the one-grain
brass weight got its name
because it was equivalent to one
grain of barley, one group of
girls decided to branch out to
research some of the uses of
barley. They were delighted to
learn that barley-flour can still
be obtained today. That inspired
them - shades of The Great
British Bake-off - to try it out in
a cake. Further research
revealed a useful recipe and
before Mel or Sue could growl…
”Bakers…bake!” they produced a
cake they could only call the
'One-Grain' cake. Even Mr
Hollywood would have approved.

The girls decide to
risk trying out their
finished cake on
head-teacher, Julie
Reilly and Mary
Berry-like, she gave
it her approval!

Society goes
quackers again

T

his year's Civic Society duckhouse was created by
and N
,
who live at St George's Farm, the
heart of Ruskinland in Bewdley.
In a big change of lifestyle for
them, the couple moved there from
London last Autumn to work on
projects associated with the
Community Land Trust and the
Guild of St George.
The duck-house represents the
October talk in the Civic Society
Lecture Programme, in which Neil
relates the story of Ruskinland, "a
woodland Utopia" and its
association with John Ruskin
(1819-1900), who appears at one
of the windows at the front of our
duck-house.
Also appearing are other
famous historic figures associated
with the history of Ruskinland,
including Octavia Hill, founder of
the National Trust; Benjamin
Cressick, the stone carver who
worked on Beaucastle; George
Baker, the former Birmingham
Lord Mayor who donated the land
to Ruskin; and Tolstoy and Ghandi,
who were both influenced by
Ruskin!

Executive member Pauline Lowe arranged an effective display of CDs and
literature that attracted much attention during the Harvest Fair week-end.
Sited within the Saw Yard of the museum, she answered lots of questions
and promoted the Society to an interested audience.
The Society has also now set up the 18 Load Street office which will
house some of Kenneth Hobson’s historic photographs. While beautifully
decorated and having a lush carpet, there is a need for some items of
office-furniture including a long table and an efficient heater. Offers should
be made to Society secretary Barbara Longmore.

Just another Sunday on the riverside
At the annual dinner in
St George’s Hall on
November 18, our
president
will talk about
her life and offers us her
four favourite records.

Long-standing member, Norman Berisford has
published his poems in the book now available
at Waterstones or online from
1rpricerepublications.com

History and art in a family home
A

t first sight, Madresfield Court looks as if it would have enough bedrooms for guests
celebrating the 21st birthday of Viscount Elmley (right) in 1924 but no: some had to be
put up in tents!
You can’t help feeling sorry for them, for tents would not have housed wonderful
collections of paintings and furniture as did the rooms. The Library
is full of books of all ages, very varied in topic and obviously used.
It is here that the association of Madresfield with the Arts and
Crafts movement is first evidenced: marvellous carvings designed
by C.R. Ashbee and carried out by the Guild of Handicraft.
Throughout the house are portraits of the family and others
(right) by the
by great painters and
amazing Edward Lear.
To think that this is a family house is also amazing, for we
are not used to walking through beautifully decorated rooms
festooned with ancestral portraits and relics, where the books
piled up on a table in the Staircase Hall are clearly meant for
reading, not for show.
The Staircase Hall, as the guidebook says, is dramatic. It was once three rooms, made into one by the 7th Earl,
and embellished with swans and bears on the banisters, and emblems on the ceiling of aspects of his career.
Crystal balustrades seemed to me the loveliest aspect of this hall, giving an unexpected sheen to something
fairly commonplace.
In the Long Gallery, the family rocking-horse emphasises the lived-in-now aspect of this house, as does a large jar
at the end of a longish room, cracked by children of the house in a game of cricket.
The Chapel is one of the most ornate I have ever seen. It was built, as part of alterations in 1865, of two
bedrooms, as a wedding present from the wife of the 7th Earl; the decoration is thought to be the most perfect
union of Arts and Crafts work ever.
Wherever you look, you find something new. There are frescoes featuring the seven children amongst masses
of flowers, angels on walls and in stained glass, and fantastic metal work - including the altar frontal, which is
gold thread, stitched by hand on navy-blue backing by two daughters of the Rector of Madresfield. It would be
hard not to be distracted by all this ornamentation even during the most riveting sermon!
All in all, a most satisfactory visit. Thank you, Barbara and Civic Socety!
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announced the bold poster at Beale’s Corner and the crowds
came to enjoy two delightful summer days. The Town was crowded with events as well
as people.
As usual, the annual Rowing Club Regatta brought many visitors to watch and
compete; the railway was as busy as ever; on the Saturday morning members of the
Civic Society gathered to remove Indian Balsam from the river bank; and then the Cherry
Fair attracted more attention and interest than in any of the previous five years since
its revival.
Occupying the Guildhall foyer, the Museum and Jubilee Gardens, the Fair was
presented jointly by the Civic Society and the Museum staff. Our stall in the foyer was
in two parts. Pauline Lowe and Barbara Longmore supervised a display to promote the
Civic Society, recruit new members and sell our videos and books, with, alongside,
information on the old Bewdley orchards.
The second part was a modest display which represented a long history of cherry
harvest in Bewdley and important on-going work to rescue the old varieties. We were
able to demonstrate eighteen varieties of cherries for visitors to taste and examine.
Many comments from the public confirmed that we were succeeding in our purpose of
raising interest in local cherries and awareness of the many varied tastes, colours and
forms available.
In addition, young cherry trees were for sale, all grown on the dwarf Gisela 5 stock
giving small trees suitable for gardens. Happily all were sold, yielding a small profit for
the Society. The time and effort which several other members contributed helped to
ensure a successful event.
The museum staff had arranged numerous events with a 1940s theme. Features
in The Shuttle and The Bridge gave intending visitors advance warning of what to
expect; live music and dancing in Jubilee Gardens, craft stalls, tempting cherry recipes
in the cafe and cherry trails for children to follow. Three different sorts of cherry were
selling as fast as they could be weighed out.
Despite the road-closure, traffic-diversions and difficult parking, as listeners to
interviews on local radio may have gathered, Bewdley was well worth a visit.
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ell, we have another major incursion into our
beautiful town environs on our hands. Over
the past few years it seems to me to be one
thing after another but, no doubt, a perusal of the
Society’s Archives would show that this scenario is
nothing new. The attack this time comes from
Gladman Developments which is seeking permission
for 195 houses on our beautiful surrounding
countryside. I would like to thank Philip Edmundson
for, once again, contributing to the front page of our
in regard to this matter. It’s really good to
see that the large majority of Bewdley people, or at
least those who have participated in the
Neighbourhood Plan Survey, i.e. those who really care
about the Town’s future, do not want large-scale
housing developments. The Executive Committee
therefore had no hesitation in sanctioning an
objection to the proposals echoing the reasons
described in Philip’s article and those of the Campaign
Group,
Our letter of objection to
Wyre Forest District Council is on Page 3.
Matters are at last coming to a conclusion with a
proposed new car park on the site of the old Medical
Centre (MC) which was to replace those spaces lost in
Dog Lane to the new health facility. It was not an
unwelcome surprise when a revised application was
recently submitted seeking to slide this new car park
away from the old MC towards the town centre and to
include the library site.
This resulted, we understand, from an agreement
between the County and District (WFDC) Councils to
undertake a land swap leaving the former MC in the
ownership of the County Council. It doesn’t stretch the
imagination too much to see the logic in this
arrangement given that it appears the Fire Station
may close in the not too distant future.
There would of course be considerable advantages
in there being a combined site and one can only
speculate what might be planned for it.
Certainly the authorities are saying nothing at this
stage. However, it might just spark some much
needed improvements to the existing Load Street car
park and with it an improved pedestrian link from the
Town Centre to the new Medical Centre which is
particularly dreadful at the moment.
That said, we were hugely disappointed with the
proposed layout of this new car park with its lack of
detail and consideration for a site in the

Conservation Area, and we voiced our concern
accordingly. We made suggestions for a number of
improvements, particularly to retain the attractive
landscaped open space beside the Library/Copper
Beech (the plan originally was to tarmac the lot!) and
we understand this has been taken on board by WFDC.
Meanwhile, we await another planning application with
all the details that should have been provided in the
first place! This just means more delay whilst Bewdley
continues without the parking spaces previously
afforded by the space now taken up by the new
Medical Centre on Dog Lane; thank goodness we are
now approaching the winter period.
In competition with other places, the Society was
awarded the job of taking Federation of Worcestershire
WI members on a guided tour of the Town Centre. It
was anticipated that there would be 60 or so but such
was the demand they received 170 applications. This
resulted in us conducting two lots of tours of 60 ladies
each in July and September respectively.

Responsibility for the stall has been kindly
assumed by Executive Committee member Pauline
Lowe who features in the photo. Also evident are the
Society’s collection of DVDs produced by our late
President, Kenneth Hobson, with many of them filmed
by Dave Hinton. Because of popular demand we had
decided to reissue these and we are extremely grateful
to Pete Lawes who has not only copied them for us but,
with modern technology at hand, has improved the
production of them quite considerably. Included in the
offering is Ken’s
which was
shown to Society members at the AGM in April and
attracted a lot of interest. They are all priced at £8 and
if you are interested in purchasing them please contact
Pauline at paulinealowe@gmail.com. They do of course
make great Christmas presents and there will be good
opportunity to make your acquisitions at the Stall’s next
outing at the

The current situation with the Society’s room at 18 Load Street is that
our rent-free lease with Vice President, Paul Crane, has been signed
and sealed for an initial period of 12 months commencing in
September. The well-appointed room is already proving to be a real
asset. It is extremely useful for meetings, storing society files, the stall
components and sales material etc. I’m sure Kenneth would appreciate
such an apt memorial. While we still need some more office furniture,
we now have a laptop computer for use there and Robert Limbrick has
kindly agreed to be the Society’s Archivist. We are currently busy
setting it up for a long-term future. Meanwhile, we are most grateful to
Paul for handing over a very nicely-presented unit. We are currently
designing signage appropriate to the listed building.

Bewdley Civic Society Annual Dinner Menu

Various delicious canapés with a glass of fizz
Moroccan Lamb q
Mediterranean Filo Tart q
Vegetables and Couscous
Sherry Trifle and Custard
Freshly Brewed Coffee & Mints
…......................................................................................................................
Please tick box for your choice of main course.
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